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Regarding the lessons and assignments, they are yours to keep and work from, though they are under my copy-
right. Please do not claim them as your property  - in otherwords, don’t teach a class from them.

Homework assigment  Week 3: Design a 3 value sketch

The goal this week is to learn how to simplify a subject into 3 values, light, middle and dark.

Using any of the photos, design a 3 value painting. Use black, white and a middle grey . I use Golden Neutral 6, it is a good 
middle grey, but you can mix the grey from black and white) Just make sure it is not too light or dark, should be right in the 
middle.

Make sure you account for all areas in the image - including the background.
Please do not blend one value into the next. These should be hard-edged shapes that fit together like a puzzle.
Please do not leave the white canvas showing thru unless it is supposed to be a white area.
Please make all your shapes clear as to what value they are and don’t create more than 3 values by blending or intermixing.
Squint regularly and hold your painting away, to see if it “reads” as what it is supposed to be from across the room. 
Remember, its not “WHATS THERE’ but what SHOULD be there.  Take artistic licesnce to make the image more structural.
Help the viewer to understand what the structure is that they are looking at, what’s in light and what’s in shadow. 
Not all of the same values need to be separated - some can merge into each other, as long as there is enough visual informa-
tion elsewhere for the eye to fill in
Don’t feel bad if you find this challenging... it is. But it is also the single-most important tool that helped me become a con-
sistently better painter. 

See images attached.

Label the image you want feedback on “Final for Critique”

Good luck, 
See you on Facebook!




















